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Review on the doctoral thesis 

Program: Plant Anatomy and Physiology 

Candidate: Mgr. Hana Ševčíková 

Title: Regulation of morphogenic processes in potato – the role of sugar metabolism. 

The topic of the thesis is important and worth to study, abstract gives clear and brief information on the 

content. I appreciate conscientiously developed and described background on presented topic that argues 

sufficiently the research strategy and application of particular methods. The background is brief, thus clear 

for reader.  

The aims in the presented work are focused mostly to two regulatory mechanisms related with 

photosynthesis, i.e. Gibberellin level and carbohydrate metabolism. I consider this scope as satisfactory for 

doctoral thesis. Also, I consider positively that the candidate took a new approach by improving a novel 

method to solve and response desired research questions. Furthermore, the scope of the thesis is extended 

with results of a work that the candidate performed during her studies at Cardiff University UK. These 

results are not related to original aims of the thesis. Still I consider the intermezzo chapter as valid 

contribution to the thesis as it supports the candidate´s ability to perform scientific work. 

The experimental layout was prepared conscientiously and adequately in order to achieve the desired aims. 

The amount of acquired research data is sufficient. Contrary to background, the discussion in the thesis, 

especially in the first presented paper, is redundantly vast and detailed in my opinion. In some points it 

results in confusion or too many speculations that may lead to redundant misinterpretations. On the other 

hand, it demonstrates as well that the candidate thought over the topic and acquired results very precisely. 

Regarding the format, the thesis is well elaborated and formatted precisely. The text contains only tiny 

amount of typing or spelling errors.  

In overall, I consider the presented Ph.D. dissertation to be good quality. The dissertation contains 
considerable amount of experimental data summarized in one published paper in impacted journal and two 
submitted manuscripts. An additional valuable output of the thesis is a new certified cultivation method. 
Several different analytical methods were used and it seems that the candidate mastered them all very well 
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theoretically and most of them practically. The presented doctoral dissertation proves that Mgr. Hana 
Ševčíková acquired broad knowledge on relevant topic, understands application of all particular scientific 
methods, mastered all techniques required to process the methods, and is able to interpret obtained 
results. Published articles in impacted journals proves the ability of Mgr. Hana Ševčíková to present her 
results in a scientifically justifiable manner.  

Based on my personal assessment of presented dissertation I recommend Mgr. Hana Ševčíková to be 

awarded with a Ph.D. degree. 

Specific points: 

1. In the abstract, the abbreviation FT is not explained when first mentioned. 

2. A minor point: In chapter 3.2, page 19, second paragraph, row 7 – if we talk about natural processes in 

plants, the expression “unnatural” would probably sounds better than “artificial”. 

3. In the methodology in paper 1, chapter 1.3 – the detection of photosynthetic pigments is described, 

however it is not mentioned for how long the leave discs were extracted. What time is needed to extract 

chlorophylls and carotenoids in dimethylformamide? 

4. In the methodology in paper 1, chapter 1.5 describing the detection of carbohydrate content – it is not 

clear whether biological replicates were applied. It is written that in one sample you use material from 3-5 

plants, but how many samples were analysed in one treatment? 

5. All figures (1-9) in paper 2 (page 52-56) have a poor quality - low resolution resulting in blurred font thus 

hard to read.  

6. In the paper 2, the explanation of PAR abbreviation is missing.  

Questions to candidate: 

1. It is possible that I did not understand well the certain feature regarding the manganese-stabilizing 

protein (MSP) mutants. Nevertheless, the information on Arabidopsis MSP mutants with decreased 

Photosystem II activity does not corresponds with information on MSP potato mutants where increased 

photosynthetic activity and carbohydrate content was observed. Although it was discussed in the thesis 

broadly, can you explain this feature shortly?  

2. In general background on regulation of potato tuber induction, the role of factors involved in Gibberellin 

inhibition, sucrose transport and few others are explained. Do you know the role of StCDPK1 genes in 

potato tuberization? Non-obligatory question: Have you heard anything about StCLE genes role in potato 

tuberization? 

3. In paper 1, it is described that the stSP6A gene expression was increased, however GA level was higher in 

ST plants – it would be interesting to see whether there are some changes in ST plants in GA content before 

tuberization occurs, and in tuberization onset (kind of time span study). Also the respective transcriptomic 

response could be interesting. Do you have any hypothesis on this suggestion? 

4. In the same experiment you reported that stBEL5 expression was decreased. In the discussion in paper 1 

you suggested an interpretation on StBEL5 decrease, which is not well-founded founded in my opinion. 

Why would decrease in PSII activity lead to decrease in StBEL5 expression, how did you get to this idea? 
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5. Can you suggest any practical outputs of your results on carbohydrate metabolism and Gibberellin levels 

in ST versus WT plants? 

August 26, 2018, in Prague, Czech Republic ………………………………………………. 

 Reviewer: Lenka Langhansová 


